Sail like never before
Sailjet is a totally new sailing boat concept. By
rethinking the shape of the hull, displacement and
power we have created a light cruiser construction
that dramatically expands the limits of boating.
Sail at your own tempo – no more early wake-ups
and late moorings – and reach the waters you
have not accessed before. Raise the standard of
living onboard and enjoy!
Sailjet is the sailing boat that makes every sailor’s
dream come true: when the wind dies down, the
speed goes up. A 20-knot motor speed makes it
easy to get to and from the shore with both style and speed. But it is not all about the engine,
Sailjet offers you a whole new experience – with
the sails raised or rolled. Sailjet reaches places
not available for traditional sailing boats. It has

an easy access to shallow waters because of the
centreboard and dinghy-like rudder that minimize
the depth to less than a meter. Even the 12,5-meter mast is no obstacle to sailing under bridges,
since the light carbon masts can easily be collapsed. The powerful engine allows manoeuvres in a
strong stream. All this put together is an invitation
to explore bays, rivers and channels. Should you
need to move Sailjet over land, it is easy to lift
and due to the slim hull there usually is no need
for an escort vehicle.

Sail with joy!

Light constructions, hard solutions
Sailjet is built with modern materials of high quality. The hull, deck and all interiors are made of
epoxy composites laminated together to create a
single strong structure. Sailjet does not have bonded bulkhead joints. The result is a durable and
light boat.
The yacht has both 12 DC and an 230 AC electrical circuits. An optional 230 AC generator enables the use of standard household appliances,
and even warm up the sauna – like you would at
home.
Because of the light displacement there is no need
for huge sails and massive ballast. The centreboard has a lead ballast of ca 500 kg cast into
AISI 316 steel cover. The water and fuel tanks as
well the batteries play an active role in stabilising
the yacht, minimizing the need for passive dead
weight.
The standard rig consists of two collapsible carbon fiber masts with roller reefed genoas and a
gennaker. A one-mast sloop option is also available with uncompromized sailing features.
With modern reefing system and no booms it is
easy to use and it only takes two people to collapse the masts.

Interior design
We take pride in building unique boats, where
custom-made means more than changing the colour of the cabin doors. For the interior design we
offer a number of functional options to choose
from, but we know that there are as many dream
solutions as there are boat owners, and we strive
to make them come true.

As we make the boats individually or in small series, it is possible to customize the layout without
compromising the main idea: to build the yacht
ocean worthy. It is the best guarantee for a boat
to perform well on all waters. The first Sailjet has

been designed in a minimalistic Nordic style,
buts you can choose to make it as lavish as you
wish. We aim to fulfil the wildest dreams at the
seven seas.

2 aft cabins, a sauna in bow.
Main saloon consists of a dinette,
pentry and a work desk.

At the bow a traditional captain’s
cabin and a toilet with a separate
shower, mainsaloon with a dinette
and pentry, 2 aft cabins.

At the bow a captain’s cabin.
Mainsaloon with a dinette and
pentry, a cabin below and in front
of the dinette, 1 aft cabin, a toilet
at port side, separate shower and
storage.
Or...

Technology and prestige
Head designer: Karl-Johann Stråhlmann
Designer team: Kari Ulvio, Viljami Vahtera, Pekka Vahtera
Production In Time Yachts Oy, Naantali, Finland

Measurements

CE Area A&B, 4 persons, C&D, 12 persons
Length 11.75 m
Beam 3.49 m
Depth 0.53 – 2.1 m (folding propeller open 0.8 m)
Displacement 4500 - 5000 kg
Sail area Genoas 2 x 30 m2 or mainsail & genoa total 60 m2, gennaker 70 m2
The total sail area per yacht’s weight 13 m2 / 1 ton.
Mast height from waterline, two masts 12.95 m each, one mast 15.6 m

Technical information

Hull, deck and interior structures
Epoxy laminated composites
All composite structures high temperature cured
Interior parts epoxy composites with genuine wood surfaces
Rudder, shaft tube and other high strength details 100 % pre preg carbon fibre
Keel AISI 316 steel cover + 440 - 550 kg lead
Engine Yanmar 315 STP, 315 hp
Fresh water tanks 250 l + spare tank ~100 l
Electricity 12 DC (2x260 Ah + 95 Ah)
Victron inverter /charger
Solar panels on the deckhouse , 2* 80 W
Optional power: 230 AC generator, diesel or gasoline
Carbon fiber masts
Dyneema halyards
Self-tailing winches Andersen
1 electric winch
Gas stove with oven
With 230 AC (optional): induction stove, oven, microwave oven
Refridgerator
Water heater 30 l
Manual or electric toilet, black water tank ~30 l
Shower at toilet and stern

Cooperation partners

Baltic Rigging Oy, rig and halyards
Laivasähkötyö Oy, electrical systems
Alube Oy, metal constructions
Studio Ishavet, linens and upholstery fabrics

The manufacturer reserves the right to changes.
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